A Short History of England - The Creation of a World Capital
Simon Jenkins | 5x15
"From the prehistoric occupants of the Thames Valley to the preoccupied commuters of today, the author brings together the key events, individuals and trends in London's history to create a matchless portrait of the capital."

Stalin, Putin, and the Nature of Power
Stephen Kotkin | Artificial Intelligence: AI Podcast
"A talk by a historian specializing in Russian and Soviet history, who has written many books on Stalin and the Soviet Union."

Control + Alt + Delete
Ben Tarnoff | Future Left
"Property. What is to be done with it... specifically, the so-called platforms that Big Tech uses to surveil and exploit working people?"

Searching for Life Beyond Earth
Claire Isabel Webb | Time to Eat the Dogs
"The guest talks about the search for extraterrestrial life and the different strategies used by astronomers and exobiologists to look for it."

Harnessing the Power of Washington's Genealogy
Karin Wulf | Conversations at the Washington Library
"Genealogy was very much a matter of custom, culture, and law, which explains in part why Washington composed a long-ignored document tracing his own lineage. This episode exposes the powerful force that genealogy played in early American life."

A Better Green New Deal Is Possible
Max Ajl | The East is a Podcast
"A critical take on the Green New Deal as proposed by the likes of Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and how to address unequal development related to climate debt, unequal exchange and the Global South value drain."

Automation and Utopia: Human Flourishing in a World Without Work
John Danaher | New Books
"What lies in store for us, and for the flourishing and meaning of our lives, once technology has relieved humans of the need to work?"

Queer Liberation Vs Assimilation: On the Need for Creativity and Critical Thinking
Darren Stehle | Think Queerly Podcast
"Critical does not mean destructive, but only willing to examine what we sometimes presuppose in our way of thinking, and that gets in the way of making a more livable world."

On Russian Troll Journalism
Elizaveta Fokht | The Russia Guy
"An inside look at how Russia's 'troll factory' is trying to become a legitimate news empire."

Money, Islamophobia & Fascism in India
Vijay Prashad | The Michael Brooks Show
"Neoliberalism in India and the far-right's claiming of capitalism. This episode explores the state of the left in India and how the caste system breeds intolerance."
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